
STEP Ticket status Waiting time [working days] Action

1 assigned n.a. TPs should set ticket status "in progress" right after receiving a ticket. 

1a assigned 5

In case the TPs didn't set the ticket status "in progress" they will receive a 1st reminder.

The ticket will be added to the ticket monitor.

1b assigned 5 If the TPs still didn't set the status "in progress" they'll receive a 2nd reminder.

1c unsolved 10

In case the TPs didn't set the ticket status "in progress" or at least add a coment the 

ticket will be closed as "unsolved" providing an explanation saying that the TPs only work 

on best-effort basis and no service is guaranteed by the TPs (implicit reject).

2 in progress 3

The TPs set the ticket status to "in progress" while investigating. They should be 

encouraged to decide quite quick whether they are willing to fix the bug (step 3) reported 

in the ticket or not (step 3d). 

The TPs should do this in a realistic way and reject all tickets/bugs that can't be fixed in a 

timely manor (e.g. 6 months) instead of keeping tickets open for years. 

GGUS suggests using the ETA field for all priorities for giving an estimation on when the 

fix may be available.

2a in progress 3
3rd reminder to TPs in case the ticket status is still "in progress" and no ETA is provided.

2b in progress 5
4th reminder to TPs in case the ticket status is still "in progress" and no ETA is provided.

2c unsolved 10

In case the TPs didn't set the ticket status "in progress" or at least add a coment the 

ticket will be closed as "unsolved" providing an explanation comment similar to STEP 1c.

3 on hold ETA

The TPs agreed on fixing the bug in the next months. They create a ticket in their bug 

tracker tool if applicable and add the URL to the GGUS related issue field. 

They implement the fix.

3a on hold ETA expired
5th reminder to TPs in case there is no update on the ticket after the ETA is expired.

3b on hold ETA expired + 5 In case the TPs don't reply a 6th reminder will be sent.

GGUS team suggests the following process for handling tickets waiting for input from middleware providers.



3c unsolved ETA expired + 10
In case the TPs still don't reply the ticket will be closed as "unsolved" adding a comment 

similar to STEP 1c.

3d unsolved 10

TPs rejected the ticket and close it as "unsolved". 

The submitter can re-open the ticket if he disagrees with the decision of the TPs. 

Automatic ticket closing in case the ticket is not re-opened again.

4 solved 10

Tiziana: yes it should continue like this. The action of the TP closes when the patch is 

made available for inclusion into UMD. It could be that in the future not all products are 

necessarily part of UMD so the current approach is fine.

5 verified/closed n.a.
Either the submitter confirmed the bug is fixed (status "verified") or the ticket status is 

set to "closed" automatically if the submitter doesn't re-open the ticket.


